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Abstrat

A survey is given on UBM's new Expetation-based
Multi-foal Saadi Vision (EMS-Vision) system.
EMS-Vision is the 3rd generation dynami vision
system for road vehile guidane following the 4-D
approah. It ombines a wide �eld of view (f.o.v.)
nearby (> 100Æ, L0:05 = 36m, peripheral part) with
entral areas of high resolution: a 3-hip-olor-
amera with a f.o.v. of 23Æ (L0:05 = 100m) and
a high sensitivity b/w-amera with a f.o.v. of 5:5Æ

(L0:05 = 300m, foveal part). At L0:05 a single pixel in
the image orresponds to 5 m in the real world. By
ative gaze ontrol, this foveal one an be inertially
stabilized, be redireted to a point of interest in the
wide f.o.v. (saade), and loked onto a moving objet
for reduing motion blur (�xation). This vertebrate
type of vision system allows new performane levels
in mahine vision. The system has been implemented
on ommerial o�-the-shelf (COTS) omponents in
both UBM test vehiles VaMoRs and VaMP.
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1 Introdution

UBM has been ative in the �eld of dynami mahine

vision sine nearly two deades. Over the years, top

rank performane has been demonstrated in various

appliations. Sine the mid 80's, in the framework

of 'BMFT-Verbundprojekte' with the industrial part-

ner Daimler-Benz AG, UBM has pushed ahead with

the development of autonomous road vehiles. In the

meantime, seven test vehiles have been equipped with

UBM vision systems. The two test vehiles VaMoRs

and VaMP, owned by UBM, have overed several thou-

sand kilometers in autonomous mode on publi Auto-

bahnen. The entral element of all appliations at

UBM is the '4D-approah' to dynami mahine vi-

sion. In order to realize top performane, always the

most powerful omputer hardware available, omply-

ing with the speial requirements of an autonomous

system, had to be used. In 1996 the ourse was set

for the development of a new generation of vision sys-

tems, EMS-Vision. In the �rst step, the omputer

market was studied to �nd the best low-ost hardware

basis. Taking into aount the extensive experiene of

operating with ustom-made hardware for many years

and onsidering the reent developments in the �eld

of personal omputers, speial attention was paid to

main stream omputer hardware. A minimal system

was built up to prove that the realization of a real-time

vision system was possible by exlusive use of low-ost

omponents [1℄.

With the state of development in miro-eletronis,

the hardware and the knowledge base needed for ro-

bust solution of a single automotive task in (ivilized)

natural environments is not muh less than for a om-

plex system. However, these allow adaptations to

a variety of tasks depending on mission and situa-

tion, thereby distributing investment osts on a larger

number of funtions to be served. This exible use

for many appliations may make vision eonomially

viable and superior to any other sensory modality like

in vertebrate (espeially primate) systems in biology.

Driving at high speeds requires large look-ahead dis-

tanes on the trajetory planned in order to detet

obstales suÆiently early for ollision avoidane. On

uneven and rough ground, inertial stabilization of the

viewing diretion is neessary in order to redue mo-

tion blur in the images (espeially the tele-ones). In

luttered environments with many subjets moving in

an unpreditable manner, a wide �eld of view is re-

quired for ollision avoidane; the apability of stereo

interpretation will help in these ases (in the near

range) to understand the spatial arrangement and mo-

tion of objets quikly. All of these requirements have

led to the design of the 'Multi-foal, ative/reative

Vehile Eye' MarVEye taking advantage of the as-
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Figure 1: The EMS-Vision data bases for dynami knowledge

sembly of funtions whih nature ombined into the

vertebrate eye, losely interonneted to the vestibular

system for inertial sensing.

In this paper, a survey is given on EMS-Vision and

some ommon implementation details of this 20-man-

year e�ort. Detailed aspets of major subsystems and

results ahieved with this system are presented in �ve

ompanion papers in this volume. While in [2℄, [3℄, [4℄

and [5℄ an autonomous driving mission is explained in

detail, in [6℄ the results of an ACC system, developed

together with the industrial partner VDO, are pre-

sented. A detailed overview of the internal knowledge

representation for situation analysis and loomotion is

given in [7℄.

2 Knowledge Representation

In order to perform omplex tasks in dynami envi-

ronments, an autonomous agent needs several kinds of

bakground knowledge. On the one side, an expeta-

tion based agent needs stati bakground information

about the objets in the environment he will have to

ope with. On the other side, an intelligent robot with

a variety of apabilities and (mostly) limited om-

putational resoures needs an internal representation

of these apabilities to ahieve optimal performane.

During operation, an internal representation of the

outside world - the sene-representation - is aggregated

dynamially by spei� pereption experts.

The following setion gives an overview of the ontents

of the di�erent knowledge bases and how they are

exploited for performing omplex missions on road

networks.

Knowledge representation and data exhange in the

EMS-Vision system is objet oriented. It onsists of

four spei� setions for the distributed system:

Every omputer in the system is represented by a

omputer objet. This list is generated dynami-

ally during system bootup.
Every proess in the system is represented by a pro-

ess objet. The proess objets ontain both

general information about the proess itself and

an interfae for point to point ommuniation.

Eah proess objet handle at least standardized

administrative messages. Additionally, perept-

ion proess objets ontain information about the

objet lasses they are speialized for. An in-

terfae allows assigning new pereption tasks to

them or anelling running tasks.
All nodes of the sene tree represent physial

objets (sub-objets) or virtual oordinate

systems. Generally, the transformations between

sene nodes are desribed by homogeneous

oordinate transformations (HCT), as standard

in omputer graphis. HCTs an be used for

the desription of the relative position (6DOF)

between physial objets as well as for perspetive

projetion into the image oordinate systems.

Eah sene node o�ers methods for omputing

the HCT to its father node or vie versa. In this

manner, an arbitrary point in a spei� objet

oordinate system an be transformed into any

other objet oordinate system as long as all

transformations are invertible, whih perspetive

projetion (Proj.) is not! Besides the relative

position, sene nodes an also ontain models for

shape and dynamis or any other attributes of

the represented objets, e. g. symboli objet

information, meanings or ontrol ow states.

Figure 1 shows an example of a sene tree.
The mission plan desribes the overall task. It is

omputed using digital maps ontaining roads



and landmarks as bakground knowledge [2℄. It

onsists of a sequential list of mission elements

ontaining planned tasks for loomotion and

pereption. During a mission only one mission

element an be valid at a time.

Figure 1 shows the organisation of the knowledge

bases. The entral element, the sene tree, ontains

an internal representation of the own vehile (here

ondensed to one node Ego) and other objets in

the real world (Road, Vehiles). The Ego node is

onneted to one amera node (Cam); the signals of

this amera are digitized by a frame grabber (FG).

The mission plan spei�es the tasks \Follow Road"

for the loomotion expert and gives a referene to

the node ontaining road data. The loomotion

expert ontrols the vehile's motion. The pereption

modules aggregate data about physial objets within

their spei� �eld of expertise. They need aess

to digitized images and are therefore started on the

omputer equipped with the aording frame grabber.

These knowledge bases are stored and managed by

the dynami objet database (DOB) proess (see 5.2).

3 Pereption

3.1 Basi Module Design

Pereption modules have the task to proess sensor

signals in order to supply deision modules with infor-

mation about relevant objets in the world (3D) and

their dynamis for the mission at hand. Raw sensor

signals, usually, are of little use as they are subjet

to noise and outliers; often, the required information

is not readily available, for example geometry and

position information in images. For proessing noisy

sensor signals, the well known tehnique of Extended

Kalman Filtering is applied. In order to be able to

handle signals ranging from odometry and aelerom-

eters to radar and video ameras, separate measure-

ment models for eah sensor type are required. This

omprises the objet harateristis that form features

for the respetive sensor and a reliability indiator for

the measurement.

The objet, a pereption module supplies information

about, is haraterized by its type, de�ning geomet-

rial struture and dynamial model, its position and

the urrent geometry parameters. The quality of esti-

mation for eah state is given by the variane, taken

from the ovariane matries P of the �lters, see [8℄.

The basi estimation yle, �gure 2, is initiated by

a new video image. A predition step for the state

variables and the ovariane matrix between the last

innovation and the time-stamp of the urrent image

Figure 2: Pereption yle

preeeds the setup of measurement ommands. Hav-

ing gathered the requested measurements from all ob-

jets for one sensor, the image is proessed and a

mathing proedure links measurement points with

measurement results. Only for mathed features the

Jaobian row is alulated for the innovation step.

This proedure is repeated for eah sensor. As all

information is fused on the physial objet level the

integration of multiple sensors an be ahieved easily.

The pereption modules are integrated in the system

by the ontrol ow desribed in setion 4.

3.2 Sensor Conept

The main soures of information for the pereption

system are odometri, inertial and vision sensors. In-

ertial sensors supplying angular rates and linear a-

elerations provide information about the urrent in-

teration of the vehile with its environment. Vi-

sion, in ontrast, supplies information about the future

environment the vehile will meet. A pot-hole will

be reognized in the output of inertially based state

estimation but a vision system deteting it at 10m

lookahead distane will have enabled vehile ontrol

to initiate an avoidane maneuver. This reognition

apability is improved by visual �xation on this ob-

jet while approahing. UBM's experimental vehiles

are equipped with up to four ameras for the front

hemisphere, yielding information in a vertebrate eye

fashion. Coarse resolution monohrome peripheral vi-

sion with a wide �eld of view is aompanied by high



resolution foveal olor imaging. This onept, dubbed

MarVEye is realized with lenses of di�erent foal

length, an example for highway driving is given in

�gure 3.
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Figure 3: MarVEye amera on�guration

4 Control Flow

The following setion desribes how tasks are assigned

to the quali�ed experts. Task assignment in the EMS-

Vision system an be divided into two parts: loo-

motion and pereption. During a mission, the mis-

sion ontrol module provides the system with planned

tasks for loomotion aording to the mission plan

and the atual situation. In general, all tasks are

related to physial objets, like "road" following. Due

to this, the major part of the interfaes for task as-

signment is related to objets as well. The interfae

for the interation between the Attention Control

(AC) module, the pereption experts and the Gaze

Control (GC) module is divided into an objet re-

lated and a proess related part. The proess node

of eah pereption proess ontains information about

its apabilities and methods for task assignment. The

pereption objet, in the omputer siene sense, al-

lows diret ontrol of the pereption expert's opera-

tion on this objet. The pereption expert uses the

objet to transmit its needs to GC. It spei�es, whih

gaze diretion provides optimal aspet onditions for

the reognition of this objet with a spei� amera.

Before tasks are assigned, the deision unit starts the

quali�ed expert through the System Control module

if neessary. In order to initiate objet reognition,

simply the orresponding objet is inserted into the

sene tree and initialized with bakground knowledge.

This objet insertion is the signal for AC to assign the

aording pereption task for this objet to exatly one

expert. During objet traking, another expert may

be ativated to ahieve best estimation results. Of

ourse, several objets may be reognized in parallel.

Viewing diretion ontrol and ommuniation with the

embedded Two-Axes Camera Carrier (TaCC) on-

troller system ('Platform Subsystem') is performed by

the GC proess. GC o�ers and performs gaze maneu-

vers, monitors the performane of ative maneuvers

and updates TaCC data in the DOB. Among others,

these gaze maneuvers inlude the following funtion-

ality:

Saade: With a Saade an arbitrary amera an be

oriented towards a physial objet or a point in

objet oordinates. The start and the end of the

saade is signaled to the system.
Smooth pursuit: With a smooth pursuit a moving

objet an be kept in a amera image. If the

disrepany exeeds a ertain threshold value, an

intermediate saade is started to enter the ob-

jet in the image.
Searhpath: With this funtionality a ertain part of

the environment an be sanned with a high res-

olution sensor for deteting new objets. For this

purpose, searh paths are planned and performed

by the TaCC.

More information about the gaze ontrol unit may be

found in [4℄.

5 Implementation on a Distributed
Proessing Network

5.1 Hardware Setup

Prior to explaining software realization aspets an

overview of the hardware is given.

In 1996 UBM deided to use COTS omputer hard-

ware running under Windows NT as new basis for the

development of the EMS-Vision system. First results

were presented by Gregor et. al [1℄. During the last

years both experimental vehilesVaMoRs, a van (MB

508D) andVaMP, a passenger ar (MB 500 SEL) have

been equipped with the new hardware. Figure 4 shows

the atual hardware arhiteture.

The atual omputational part of the EMS-Vision sys-

tem is a PC-net with 4 omputers (three \Image Pro-

essing PCs" and one \Behavior PC"). They are on-

neted by SCI (Salable Coherent Interfae) whih is

used to exhange data in real-time operation. A-

tually, two types of PCs are used, Dual Pentium II

with 333MHz and Dual Pentium III with 450 MHz.

The �fth PC (\Gateway PC") is only used for onsis-

tent storage of system software. Via FastEthernet the

system software is distributed to all other omputers.

The 10BaseT-Ethernet of the \Gateway PC" serves as

a onnetion to external networks.

\Image Proessing PCs" are equipped with

framegrabbers for digitizing analog videostreams

of CCD ameras. It is also possible to grab image

sequenes from High Dynami Range or Low-Light-

Level-TV ameras. The video signals of all ameras

are synhronized. The ameras are mounted on an



Figure 4: Hardware arhiteture

ative gaze ontrol amera arrier. As desribed in

setion 4 UBM's experimental vehile VaMoRs is

equipped with a two axes pan-tilt amera arrier,

whereas VaMP has two single axis pan amera

arriers, overing front and rear hemisphere. Sensors

for angular position and angular rate for eah axis are

mounted on the arrier. Signals from these sensors are

used by the \Platform Subsystem" to ontrol gaze.

This subsystem is onneted to the \Behavior PC"

by a CAN bus. Via a transputer-link the \Vehile

Subsystem" is also oupled to the \Behavior PC".

The \Vehile Subsystem" onsists of a transputer

net whih guarantees real-time feedbak ontrol

loops. Atuators like steering, brake or throttle are

ontrolled by this subsystem. Additionally, inertial

and odometry data and other sensor signals are read

in. Another sensor diretly onneted to \Behavior

PC" is a GPS reeiver for global navigation.

Figure 4 shows that the entire omputer network is

onneted to two terminals. Although one terminal is

suÆient for running the EMS-Vision system, the se-

ond terminal is used for debugging and visualization

purposes.

For time synhronized logging of digitized videostreams

and vehile sensor data a RAID-system has been

integrated. The EMS-Vision system an be run in a

simulation mode where logged data an be replayed

synhronously.

5.2 Software Design

The following setion desribes some implementation

details of basi system funtionalities.

Communiation in the EMS-Vision system is om-

pletely enapsulated in the DOB proess. The aggre-

gated system knowledge is distributed by the DOB to all

onneted lients on eah omputer. Within one yle,

the DOB ollets hanged data and sends it in data-

grams to all remote omputers at one. By bundling

data, latany time for ommuniation is minimized.

Every proess has aess to a opy of a part of the

database. The DOB keeps the sene representations

of all lient proesses (EMS-proess) onsistent by

yli data exhange. On every omputer of the PC-

net an instane of the DOB is running. Between these

instanes point to point ommuniation is performed.

Eah EMS-proess is a lient of its loal DOB.

Data onsisteny is ahieved via time management

and data bu�ering over time. A dynami variable is

of value only, if the time is known at whih the value

has been measured or for whih it has been estimated.

Data are generated in distributed omponents. These

omponents must be synhronized in order to make

the time-stamps assigned by the di�erent omponents

omparable. The syn-signal of the video ameras,

whih indiates the presene of a new image every

40 ms (PAL-TV standard), is used as an external

hardware timer. After a new syn-signal, the DOB

raises a yle-event and distributes it to all lients.

The yle-event triggers data exhange between pro-

esses and their loal DOB; afterwards, data proessing

is initiated. A DOB initiates a new yle when

� a video syn-signal ours on the own omputer,
� a DOB on a remote omputer announes a new

yle,
� or if a timeout of � 46ms has elapsed without a

yle event.

At the beginning of a yle, the DOBs running on

the di�erent omputers exhange their modi�ed

data. Afterwards, the DOBs send modi�ed data to

the proesses running on their own omputer. If a

proess generates data for yle n, these data are

available to every proess in yle n+1, even on

remote omputers.

Generally, multiple proesses manipulate di�erent

data of one node. Therefore, every node possesses

several atomi information units, alled data items.

Eah data item has a time-stamp speifying the

time of validity. With the help of bu�ered nodes it

is possible to keep a history over time for dynami

variables. Reading proesses an, therefore, aess

data generated several yles before. Two di�erent

onepts of information ow exist:

Broadast data ow: One writing proess sends

data of ommon interest to all other proesses.
Routed data ow: Multiple writing proesses pre-

isely send objet data to a single reading proess.



The DOB o�ers speial data items for both kinds of

information ow. Proesses an request the DOB to

signal one of the following events:

� The beginning of a new yle,
� the modi�ation of a spei�ed node by another

proess,
� the modi�ation of a spei�ed data item within a

node and
� the insertion and removal of a node of a spei�ed

lass.

This event-driven strategy leads to eÆient data pro-

essing as time onsuming polling is avoided. In spite

of the high bandwidth of the SCI-net, ommuniation

still represents a bottlenek. Therefore, the DOB limits

the data ow to a minimal extent by ommuniating

only modi�ed or preseleted data. When a proess

onnets to the DOB, it spei�es the objet lasses that

are required for proessing. Therefore, the data ow

between a loal DOB and an EMS-proess is limited to

these objet lasses.

During operation, the omplete system is adminis-

tered by a System Control (SC) module. This pro-

ess performs two tasks: on the one side it is re-

sponsible for starting and terminating proesses on

all omputers. After booting a minimal system this

may be done dynamially by request of a deision unit

during a mission. On the other side, SC heks, if the

proesses running are still ommuniating regularly.

Dead proesses an be restarted automatially.

The system design alls for multiple proesses on one

omputer node to perform image proessing. This

and the desire to transparently handle di�erent frame

grabbers has led to the implementation of an image

abstration layer. A family of Grab Devie Servers

(GDS) has been implemented to handle digitized im-

ages from various soures, e. g. di�erent framegrab-

bers, bitmap �les, or digitized videostreams. The in-

terfae supplied allows di�erent lients to aess the

same image bu�er in memory for proessing and to

display results as overlay on the video images. Addi-

tionally, system synhronisation is supported by the

GDS by passing the video syn-signal to the DOB pro-

ess.

6 Conlusions and Outlook

The system arhiteture presented here is onsidered

to be rather general and salable to atual needs.

Besides the realization of autonomous road vehiles,

aerospae appliations for nap-of-the-earth heliopter

guidane and for landing approahes have been

investigated as well. The system has been used

as basis for driver assistane as well as for the

implementation of fully autonomous driving missions

in various domains. Adaptation to di�erent types

of vehiles is simple due to well-separated modules

for the representation of spei� knowledge. The

approah is objet oriented both in a omputer

siene and in a physial sense. Physial objets

are represented in 3-D spae and time. Sensor data

fusion is realized by proper modeling of sensors

taking the statistial properties of the measurement

proess fully into aount. The approah has large

growth potential for more elaborate area-based image

sequene proessing with the powerful miroproessors

to ome, and for learning on an elevated level based

on understanding proesses in 3-D spae and time.
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